We study radical polymerization dynamics. Our theory explains "infinite" living chain radical lifetimes in experiments where steady state is interrupted by switching off radical production. Short (unentangled) living chains grow to become long (entangled) or are terminated through interpolymeric radical-radical reactions. The net termination rate, dominated by short-long reactions in steady state, then drops so sharply that the living population never decays. Consistent with experiment, we find the number of terminated chains grows as t Free radical polymerization (FRP) is the most commonly employed method to synthesize polymer chains from raw monomer. Its enormous technological importance, plus the many associated fundamental issues in polymer physics and radical chemistry, have generated a vast body of interdisciplinary research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] involving the physics, chemistry, and chemical engineering communities. Of the many experimental approaches, the most revealing are studies of nonsteady-state FRP dynamics where the driving force (radical production) is varied in time and the system's response studied. The classic example is the "posteffect" experiment [1, 5, 6] , where radical production is abruptly switched off and the decay of the polymerization monitored in time. This reveals information on fundamental time scales and mechanisms governing the far-from-equilibrium "living chain" or "macroradical" population, far beyond the scope of steady-state measurements. The living chains, a collection of polymers with live radical end groups, lie at the heart of FRP and are the loci of all polymerization events (see Fig. 1 ). Their study reveals the basic mechanisms of FRP. Understanding FRP dynamics is also the key to developing new methods of steering polymerizations to create novel materials with specific physical properties.
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We study radical polymerization dynamics. Our theory explains "infinite" living chain radical lifetimes in experiments where steady state is interrupted by switching off radical production. Short (unentangled) living chains grow to become long (entangled) or are terminated through interpolymeric radical-radical reactions. The net termination rate, dominated by short-long reactions in steady state, then drops so sharply that the living population never decays. Consistent with experiment, we find the number of terminated chains grows as t 1͞2 Free radical polymerization (FRP) is the most commonly employed method to synthesize polymer chains from raw monomer. Its enormous technological importance, plus the many associated fundamental issues in polymer physics and radical chemistry, have generated a vast body of interdisciplinary research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] involving the physics, chemistry, and chemical engineering communities. Of the many experimental approaches, the most revealing are studies of nonsteady-state FRP dynamics where the driving force (radical production) is varied in time and the system's response studied. The classic example is the "posteffect" experiment [1, 5, 6] , where radical production is abruptly switched off and the decay of the polymerization monitored in time. This reveals information on fundamental time scales and mechanisms governing the far-from-equilibrium "living chain" or "macroradical" population, far beyond the scope of steady-state measurements. The living chains, a collection of polymers with live radical end groups, lie at the heart of FRP and are the loci of all polymerization events (see Fig. 1 ). Their study reveals the basic mechanisms of FRP. Understanding FRP dynamics is also the key to developing new methods of steering polymerizations to create novel materials with specific physical properties.
Given its importance and the intensity of past research, it is remarkable that our understanding of FRP remains primitive in many respects. Perhaps the field's single most striking experimental fact is that living chain radicals exhibit apparently infinite lifetimes in posteffect studies [5, 6] as shown in Fig. 2 . These observations are unexplained: It appears baffling that a collection of radicals, nature's most reactive species, can somehow indefinitely avoid annihilating itself through recombination reactions. Remarkably, the situations where this behavior is seen include (see Fig. 2 ) polymerizing mixtures which are not remotely close to glassiness; local radical mobilities are typical of moderately viscous nonglassy materials. It was conjectured by the authors of Ref. [5] that long lifetimes resulted from a fraction of the radicals being trapped in glassy microheterogeneities of unexplained origin.
In this Letter, we will demonstrate that "infinite" lifetimes in the posteffect situation emerge naturally from a theoretical treatment invoking basic principles of polymer physics without the need for special assumptions. We also arrive at predictions, consistent with experiment, for the time dependence of the number of terminated living chains in the period before the final saturation: An early linear regime is followed by a t 1͞2 growth. The essential origin of these effects is as follows. Each living chain is continuously adding monomers to its live radical end at a certain rate y p (number of monomers per second); this is the polymerization process itself. Chain growth is terminated by interpolymeric termination reactions between living pairs [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Now in posteffect since new short living chains are no longer being generated, thus, the entire living population is growing longer; average mobilities and interpolymeric termination rate constants k are, thus, dropping. If the living population is entangled, it happens that the decay of k with increasing chain length N is so sharp that in posteffect the living population can never terminate itself because k values are decreasing too rapidly in time. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . We expect, therefore, to see infinite lifetimes after the onset of entanglements.
Before quantifying these remarks, consider the posteffect experiments of Fig. 2 more carefully. The FRP is first run in steady state, UV irradiation generating new radicals (living chains of length N 1) at rate R i which exactly matches the net loss rate due to termination. Each termination event between a living pair with lengths M, N generates one dead chain of length M 1 N [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Steady state is maintained for minutes or hours until a certain fraction f of the initially present monomer has been converted into dead polymer. At this point, dead chains plus unreacted monomer constitute a solution of polymer volume fraction f, in which living chains are always extremely dilutely dispersed. Suddenly, the driving force is switched off at t 0, R i ! 0, and the decay of the number of living chain radicals, c l ͑t͒, is monitored by ESR. Since new living chains are no longer being created, the natural expectation is that c l ͑t͒ should decay to zero due 0031-9007͞98͞80 (13)͞2957 (4) Fig. 2 decays to zero in a time of order 1 sec. At higher conversions, however, the behavior is very different. A short-lived subpopulation decays after a few seconds, leaving behind an infinitely long-lived remainder which is an increasingly large fraction of the total population as f increases. The onset of this behavior coincides roughly with f e , the concentration where entanglements onset: The empirical relation [10] Motivated by these experiments, let us study the posteffect termination kinetics of a population of living chains strongly entangled in its dead chain background,N ¿ z, where z is the threshold for entanglement-dominated termination kinetics and is equal to or somewhat greater than the rheological entanglement threshold [7, 11] . The situation at t 0 is depicted in Fig. 1(a) : The living chain molecular weight distribution (MWD) is the steady-state one c 0 ͑N͒, which is inevitably broad since every chain grows from length N 1 at birth until its termination at some length whose average isN. Hence, although the great majority of chains are "long" ͑N . z͒, a small fraction are "short" ͑N , z͒. Short chains are much more mobile and their bimolecular termination rate constant k͑M, N͒ decays relatively slowly as a function of chain length. Considering M N for now, theory predicts [11, 12] 
The exponent u assumes various values depending on concentration regime (dilute solution, semidilute, etc.), but the only important feature here is that the decay is always slower than 1͞N for short-short reactions. By contrast, long chain mobility is so sharply suppressed by entanglements that k decays more rapidly than 1͞N. This is the feature responsible for infinite posteffect lifetimes (see below). The origin of the entangled scaling form is the prediction k ഠ DR (see Refs. [11, 12] , where D and R are, respectively, polymer coil diffusivity and size. In the reptation model [13] , D ϳ 1͞N 2 and R ϳ N 1͞2 , leading to k ϳ 1͞N 3͞2 . This scaling law, first derived by de Gennes for melts [12] , has never been tested. We will see that posteffect dynamics provide such a test, albeit an indirect one.
At t 0, radical production ceases. Let us begin by simply assuming that the mean posteffect living chain lifetime greatly exceeds that in steady state, t rad . This will be demonstrated later. Recalling that chains are growing at rate y p , thus, for t . 0 the shortest chains have length y p t and our assumption implies the MWD translates coherently in the 1N direction many times its own width N with negligible disappearance of chains. For t ¿ t rad , its widthN, unchanged from steady state, is much less than the typical chain length ഠy p t as depicted in Fig. 1(b) : The MWD is becoming increasingly monodisperse. The complex termination kinetics of the formerly polydisperse living population are now greatly simplified:
There is, in effect, a single rate constant, independent of chain length. It is, however, time dependent, being evaluated at the current mean chain length: k ϳ 1͞t 3͞2 since all chains are now long. Noting the dynamics of Eq. (2) onset at a time of order t rad , the solution immediately tells us that the asymptotic number of living chains c l ͑`͒ depends on the integrability of k:
Now, if the chains had been unentangled, k ϳ 1͞N u with u , 1, the above integral would then diverge and c l ͑`͒ vanish. This is the intuitively expected behavior, observed at low conversions. But, in the present entangled situation, since k decays more rapidly than 1͞t, the integral converges and c l ͑`͒ is finite. A certain fraction of the living chain population is infinitely long lived.
To complete the circle, we must justify our assumption concerning the early behavior, 0 , t , t rad . Consider again the situation at t 0, in which c 0 l living chains are present in steady state, most of which are long with lengths of orderN. However, there is also a small population of short chains with characteristic length z, the number of which c 0 s ഠ ͑z͞N͒c 0 l is much less than the number of long chains, equal to c 0 l to leading order. Despite this, it was shown systematically in Ref. [7] that, in steady state, a given long chain is much more likely to terminate with a short chain than with another long one: Termination kinetics are dominated by short-long reactions [see Fig. 1(a) ]. To see why, consider the ratio of long-long to short-long net termination rates, approximately given by
We used the fact that reaction rates between chains of very different lengths are dominated [14] by the more mobile small chain, k͑z,N͒ ഠ k͑z,`͒ ϵ k͑z͒. We note also that k͑z͒ and k͑z, z͒ are the same to within a constant of order unity [14] . Virtually all living chains are long. However, long chains are so immobilized by entanglements that short chains provide their fastest termination mechanism despite their small numbers. Note that the smallness of the ratio in Eq. (4) is again a direct result of the fact that k͑N͒ decays more rapidly than 1͞N. An immediate consequence of the fact that virtually every termination involves a short-long pair is that, from the moment of birth at N 1, a given living chain will survive termination and grow to become long ͑N ¿ z͒ with probability 1 2 , whereas with probability 1 2 it will terminate while short. This statement is exact in the limit z͞N ! 0. It follows that the characteristic short chain time scale t short , namely, the time for a short chain to grow to become long, is also the termination half-life for short chains [7] :
This result equates 1͞t short to the long-chain-dominated total reaction rate for a short chain, namely, k͑z͒c 0 l . This short-long picture refers to steady state. What happens in posteffect? For times less than t short , short-long domination persists and the termination rate is changed little from steady state, so the number of terminated chains grows as R i t. However, something drastic must happen for times greater than t short since for such times the short chain population has entirely disappeared. The principal termination mechanism for long chains no longer exists and the net termination rate must plummet, Fig. 1(b) . To quantify this, consider the total "reaction field" H͑N, t͒ Rỳ p t dM k͑M, N͒c͑M, t͒, namely, the total termination probability per unit time for the chain N, due to all other living chains following the posteffect MWD c. Now, for a long chain N ¿ y p t, one has k͑M, N͒ ϳ 1͞M 3͞2 for all relevant M values, and the integrand has effective width equal to the lower cutoff, DM ഠ y p t. Thus, one can replace k͑M, N͒ ഠ k͑M͒ with small errors. Since c͑M, t͒ is a slowly decaying function of M which to leading order can be replaced by c 0 (since termination is negligible), one obtains
We used [7] c 0 ͑N͒ c 0 ͑0͒͞2 for z ø N øN (due to short-long pairing), we have estimated c length y p t) but is now decaying as 1͞t 1͞2 . Since every terminating long chain does so with a short one, the net termination kinetics are now ᠨ c l ഠ 22H s ͑t͒c l . This leads to a t 1͞2 law for the terminated fraction at intermediate times
where Dc l ഠ c l ͑t͒ 2 c 0 l . This is one of our principal predictions, compared to experiment in Fig. 3 .
We can now justify our earlier assumption, used to derive Eq. (3) , that the posteffect lifetime greatly exceeds t rad . From Eq. (7), we see that the terminated fraction by the time t rad is indeed very small, approximately ͑z͞N͒ 1͞2 . In fact, using Eq. (5) in Eq. (3), it follows that the asymptotic terminated fraction is of the same order. To leading order in z͞N, one obtains
This is our second main conclusion: Almost all living chains are infinitely long lived.
In conclusion, our theory is able to explain observations of apparently infinite lifetimes in polymerizations where the radical source is switched off. (In practice, higher order processes will determine a finite but extremely long lifetime.) The essential cause is the disappearance of the short chain population which in steady-state entangled polymerizations [7] provides the principal termination mechanism for the majority long (entangled) chains. Short (unentangled) chains disappear after a second or so because they grow to become long or are terminated. Unlike steady state, they are not being replenished. The effect is dramatic: Only a small fraction of living chain radicals, ͑z͞N͒ 1͞2 , are able to terminate. In agreement with the data of Fig. 2 , the higher the conversion the smaller this fraction becomes since z andN are, respectively, decreasing and increasing functions of conversion. We have repeatedly emphasized the importance of rate constants decaying faster than 1͞N. In fact, this is the only requirement for infinite posteffect lifetimes; their persistence at the highest conversions in Fig. 2 , where glassiness may invalidate the reptation picture, is as expected since k would be expected to decay even more rapidly.
The other principal finding of this work, Eq. (7), concerns the transient during which the shorter chains terminate. Our t 1͞2 prediction is at least consistent with several sets of experimental data shown in Fig. 3 . This power law is a direct consequence of the k ϳ 1͞N 3͞2 prediction for entangled polymer reaction kinetics and these data constitute (to the best of our knowledge) its first ever test.
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